The Dell Axim™ X5 Handheld is a fully integrated PDA offering exceptional performance, superior functionality and excellent expansion capabilities. You’ll be hard-pressed to find a better performing device for the price.

You’ll be amazed at what you can do
As well as helping to organise your day, you can easily manage your online address and phone book, seamlessly integrate with Microsoft Outlook® and receive email directly to your Handheld inbox via an optional Wireless CompactFlash Card. With Pocket Excel and Pocket Word, you can create and edit spreadsheets, or edit and view Word email attachments just as you would on your notebook or PC. You can even record your own voice, making audio notes on the move. After a busy day or when it’s time to relax, why not listen to your favourite MP3 music cuts or an ebook, watch video clips or entertain yourself with an array of addictive games?

Experience a real taste of freedom
The Dell Axim X5 comes with a removable Lithium-ion battery as standard and a higher capacity option for extended battery life. The Axim X5 also features a battery-charging slot designed to accommodate either capacities. The Axim X5’s Performance model ships as standard with a USB Cradle featuring a battery-charging slot allowing you to dock and charge your PDA as well as keeping a spare battery charged at all times. The Axim X5 standard model ships with a USB synchronisation cable.

Fully flexible and easily expandable
With the Dell Axim X5’s dual integrated expansion slots, it’s easy to ‘go wireless’. Simply add a TrueMobile™ 802.11 or Bluetooth CompactFlash expansion card. You can also display presentations, browse the Web, send emails and print documents. The Secure Digital card slot allows you to increase storage capacity by inserting memory cards to store photos, MP3 music files, video clips or key presentations.

Easy to use on the move
The Axim X5 features a convenient scroll dial that supports ‘one-handed’ operation. By simply rotating the dial up or down, you can perform actions as you would with the ‘up’ and ‘down’ keys on a standard keyboard. The scroll dial is an ideal complement to the 5-way navigator button and stylus input devices.

Visit www.euro.dell.com for more information.
Dell Axim X5 Specifications

The Dell Axim X5 is a Pocket PC that comes in two configurations: the Dell Axim X5 Standard and the Dell Axim X5 Performance. It is designed to be fully featured and fully functional, offering a range of features that make it a powerful mobile computing device.

**Processor**
- **Dell Axim X5 Standard**: Intel X-Scale at 300MHz
- **Dell Axim X5 Performance**: Intel X-Scale at 400MHz

**RAM Memory**
- Dell Axim X5 Standard: 48MB (Intel StrataFlash)
- Dell Axim X5 Performance: 32MB (Intel StrataFlash)

**ROM Memory**
- Dell Axim X5 Standard: 16MB
- Dell Axim X5 Performance: 16MB

**Battery Life**
- Dell Axim X5 Standard: 3400mAh for extended battery life on the go.
- Dell Axim X5 Performance: 1440mAh for basic battery life.

**Expansion Slots**
- 1 SD Card Slot (Secure Digital)
- 1 Type II CF Card Slot (CompactFlash)

**Weight & Dimensions**
- Dell Axim X5 Standard: 150g, 65 x 50 x 26mm
- Dell Axim X5 Performance: 196g, 81.5mm x 18mm x 128mm

**Operating System**
- Dell Axim X5 Standard: Pocket PC 2002 Premium
- Dell Axim X5 Performance: Pocket PC 2002 Premium

**Optional Accessories**
- Leather Carrying Case
- High Capacity (3400mAh) Battery
- 2nd Primary (1440mAh) Battery
- USB Travel Sync Cable
- Foldable External Keyboard
- Snap-on Keyboard
- Screen Protector
- Infrared Transmitter
- Bluetooth Adapter
- CompactFlash Memory Cards
- Secure Digital Memory Cards
- OEM Docking Station
- Travel Mode PC Card (for CompactFlash and Secure Digital Memory Cards)

**Companion CD**
- Dell Axim X5 Companion CD

**Service & Support**
- 1-year Next Business Day Advanced Exchange Warranty service, upgradable to 2 or 3 years.